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About This Game

Opening your eyes, you see a modern looking bedroom. All is quiet. Vague memories flash in your mind as you stand from the
cold wooden floor. A voice bellows from an intercom placed on a wall, which is surrounded by strange shaped markings. The
voice tells you your mission; to use your intelligence and escape. This is your trial. Can you unravel the mystery behind your

captivity, and most importantly, can you escape this treacherous and sinister ordeal?

The initiate tells the story of Nathan Rockford. Nathan has lost his memory and has awakened in a house full of traps and
puzzles. You take on the role of Nathan on an adventure to discover the truth to why your trapped here, who your kidnappers

are, and have a chance to join a secret organisation and with it, the knowledge of everything.
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A UNIQUE MYSTERY PUZZLE EXPERIENCE
Encounter a unique story shrouded in mystery and conspiracy told over the course of this mystery puzzle horror
adventure.

PUZZLES
Many puzzles hide within the world, can you find and solve them all? Look everywhere, listen to everything.

INTERACTION
Interact or examine over 60% of the items in game for a real immersive experience. Can you find everything within the
world?

ATMOSPHERIC SOUND
The Initiate features a great soundtrack and immersive ambience, which enhances game-play and tension.

IMMERSIVE GRAPHICS
The Initiate uses Physical Based Shaders (PBS) for AAA-quality graphics that give players a detailed world to explore.
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Title: The Initiate
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Deceptive Games Ltd.
Publisher:
Deceptive Games Ltd.
Release Date: 1 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 64-bits

Processor: Intel i7 4790k

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 680 or AMD equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 7 GB available space

Sound Card: Compatible Sound Card

English
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Yeahh boyyy!!! dat minato! :D Finally! :)
10\/10. Thanks to the developers for the great game! I liked this game with its dynamics and combat system! I hope that the
continuation of this game will be released in the future!. It's basically 3 hours of content, which consists of Richard Laruina
attempting to boost his already massive ego by awkwardly picking up super models, that are wayyyyy out of his league. It has a
good meme value.. The first DLC of this game is great.
The price is fair for very much "playtime" :]

Thank you for all the work in the pixelated pictures.
Keep going.. Use with caution, I used it fine up until I had to do a clean reset for my PC. Running it messed up with my USB
drivers bad. I suspect it identified drivers wrongly, I'm not sure but be careful. Every last bit of me is embarrassed I finished this
game. Still the best day of my life.. learnt lot from this game than from my Religious sudies class. It is a good Max Payne Clone
made with Cry Engine. but the graphic bugs ( huge amount of shadowing bugs) are destroying the whole game experience on
newer graphic cards.
Shadowing is totally messed up and i don´t think that the developers will fix this old game. It is sad that you can´t turn the
shadows completely off. You´ll alway have to deal with the atmospere destroying shadow errors.. Different, reflex style game,
soundtrack is excellent, gameplay is flawless for what it is, worth the dollar or two for a few hours of enjoyment out of it.
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Buy Nuclear throne instead.

Pros: Nice Visuals

Cons: Unlocks are way too grindy to get, if the starting characters don't appeal to you, tough \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.
Dev needs to take a few more pages from Nuclear Throne, and add characters you don't have to beat the game to unlock, or add
literally any information about HOW to unlock them, and add some B skins.

I can get a refund if I played under 2 hours right?. Great Potential, has a lot going for it. The customization is incredible and
works very well.. Interesting documentary. Great scoring system. Fast paced and fun. I own quite a few SHUMPS and this one
gets my heart pumping. Pixel art and coloring took a bit to get used to but now I think its a great look. Theres a reason this game
gets such high reviews!. Old game (so you don't need a "next-gen" PC to run the game with good fps)
[+] Moddable (very easy to put mods in there, such as vehicles, or tracks, and so on)
[+] Support any wheel and controller

[-] Old game (not the best graphic)
[-] Hard to connect to online games (except if you have the same mod and track with the server)
[-] Idiots online (keyboard drivers, and so on)
[-] Hard to find good mods (lot of them were in-correct or injured)

[+-] Overall: 10/7. Very nice loco, only things that I wish it had is generator steam effect and footplate crew. If you have BR52
though, there is a modified cfg hanging somewhere on german forums that lets you put its crew on this engine. The loco is kind
of realistic to drive and well made. Has a lot of little, unnoticable details, like reverser gear moving outside the loco when you
work it.
Two passenger scenarios are very nice, but I think the freight one is simply unfair. (Mind that I've been playing in realistic mode
with pzb on). Very hard to keep up with the timetable, pretty much impossible.
I CAN'T RECOMMEND THIS DLC BECAUSE you'll probably be better off buying the Wutachtalbahn instead, since it
usually has a similar price and provides the same content as this, plus passenger coaches and...well...a route (athough kinda lazily-
made and with more unfair scenarios). So, Get it only if it's much, much cheaper than Wutachtalbahn and if you're not
interested in getting DR coaches and a heritage route.
. Psychedelica of the Black Butterfly is the first in a series of 2 Otome visual novels, the second one being released this year.
Originally only available on PSVita, Black Butterfly is another pleasant entry in the long running Idea Factory\\Otomate
tradition. Far from the boring and dull beginnings of Amnesia, this is another very good adventure\\mystery game with lots of
drama, bittersweet endings and darker tones compared to other VNs of the same genre. The writing has improved a lot in the
course of many years for Otomate products; I will state immediately that I really like the direction their visual novels are taking
and I encourage them to keep going this way, because it attracts not only a more varied audience, but its absolutely brilliant in
the long run.

Black Butterfly narrates the adventures of a group of 5 people with amnesia, each of them awakens in a strange, gigantic
mansion full of grotesque monsters and masked servants. Over time, the five strangers will manifest peculiar powers, by which
they will be able to eliminate the monsters infesting the manor and they'll gradually know each other, keeping a fragile balance
in the newly formed group. Their ultimate goal, initially uncertain, will be unveiled piece by piece, alongside their memories and
their own motives.
I will tell you right now, this is not a completely happy visual novel. It has plenty of sadness here and there and most of its
endings are bittersweet, but you shouldnt be put off by this, on the contrary, I encourage you to try it and savour a different
flavour of otome VN. While not completely different from other games of the same line, such as Code Realize or Norn9, this is
definitely well written and structured. It isnt too long - average 10 to 15 hours - and it has a fantastic flowchart that's both very
clear and easy to access, so you can always keep track of your progress and where you should go. There's a mini game in this
VN as well, which involves the protagonist shooting the titular black butterflies with an old fashoned gun, assisted by one of the
four boys at her side (up to you to choose which one).
Requirements for the various routes are clear enough - the game litreally spells it for you - and the mini episodes associated with
the main route are short and pleasant to read. Some are clich\u00e9 as you'd expect, but not below your average summer anime
expectations.

Music, artworks and CGs are, as usual, top-notch. Amazing work has been put into each area, something that Otomate\\Idea
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Factory standards never fail to deliver. The way colours blend in, the expressions of each protagonist, everything is perfectly
rendered and it complements what appears on screen. This is another area that has steadily been improved over the years and its
always a pleasant surprise.

Among many otome visual novels available on Steam, this is the standard and its difficult to beat by indie devs. If you're on the
fence, fear not, because its another really well put together product that manages to entertain and keep you guessing, while also
providing a different flavour for each main ending.. 5 Nights at an Office + Chuckie Cheeze.

Eh. It was okay for like, 5 minutes. Not amazing.. Nice rFactor to Steam! A lot of mods Cars and Tracks, Awesome sim racing
:)

Update 1.2:
Hello everyone,

We have hopefully addressed the issue where some players on PC and MAC where crashing, or receiving a black screen upon
viewing the first cut-scene.

Please find full change list below:

 Fixed an issue where some players did not receive the gold, silver and bronze keys.

 Fixed an issue where the dresser drawers where not unlocking when using the gold, silver and bronze keys on them.

 Complete overhaul of Shaders on MAC systems.

 Fixed game crashing on some machines after viewing the intro cut-scene.

 Improved stability throughout.

As always, if you encounter any issues, please let us know in the community threads.

Happy gaming.

Deceptive Games
. MAC UPDATE:
Hello everyone,

Since the last update, there appeared to be an issue for some on the mac version of the game where the game would not boot up.

This has now been rectified.

Thanks

Deceptive Games. Update 1.09 Released:
Hi Everyone,

We have just released a small patch regarding a few issues. Please find update 1.09 change list below:

 Optimization improvments.

 Solved bug where loading a saved game would replace all in game objects
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 solved a bug where breaking the basement planks resulted in the living room unlocking

 Fixed issue where you could interact with Red Book through wall in garage.

 Fixed a bug where using a lever on the stained glass puzzle would play success music.

 Fixed issue where selecting invert on main settings menu option would not carry through to main game.

 Main Menu version changed to reflect current game version.

As always, any issues, please report them in the bug thread.

More to follow

Thanks

Deceptive Games. MacBook Pro Users:
We have spent a lot of time locating as many Apple Mac devices as we can find to test the game on, and from our testing, the
game appears to runs perfectly fine on Apple OS.

However, due to the graphical capabilities of Apple Mac book Pros, we recommend that you lower the settings to as low as
possible to help speed up the loading process.

We are still working on optimisations for the game, but would like to note that a lot of issues reported are due end user machine
specification capabilities.

We will continue to be in touch with more information as we receive it.

Thanks

Deceptive Games
. Update 1.07:
Hi Everyone,

We have just released a small patch regarding a few issues. Please find patch listings below:

 Fixed an issue where invert mouse was reverting back when right mouse button was clicked.

 Fixed an issue where mouse sensitivity was reverting back when right mouse was clicked.

 Changed attic bottle hover examine text to correctly say correct item name.

 Fixed an issue where wrong music tracks where playing.

 Main Menu updated

 General optimisation improvements

More to follow

Thanks
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Deceptive Games. Update 1.08:
Hi Everyone,

We have just released a small patch regarding a few issues. Please find update 1.08 change list below:

 Optimization improvments.

 Orange candle reapearing when veiwed from a distance, even after collecting it.

 Invert mouse no longer deactivates upon right mouse click.

 Mouse sensitivity no longer resets upon right mouse click.

 Fixed an issue where you can take map piece before solving stained glass puzzle.

 Added confirmation panel when clicking new game button.

 Fixed rare bug where player spins around at game start.

 The 2560x1440 has been added to resolution options.

 Main Menu version changed to reflect current game version.

As always, any issues, please report them in the bug thread.

More to follow

Thanks

Deceptive Games. Update 1.06:
Hi Everyone,

We would like to say thank you for your patience, and are sorry for any inconvenience.

We have just released a small, yet important patch that should solve many, many issues.

Please find patch notes below:

 Fixed saving issue where some puzzles where progress was not saving

 Fixed loading issue where progress was not loaded

 Fixed issue where a mechanical slot was not displayed on the wall after loading game

 Fixed a rare issue where piano did not load after it move.

 Fixed a rare issue where the laundry room would not load and you would fall through the floor

 Fixed the in game menu options for resolution and texture detail options, so they now work

 Fixed issue where texture detail option was not changed when apply button clicked
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 Fixed small hole in ceiling of closet bedroom

 Fixed a rare bug that did not unlock attic safe

 General improvement to optimisation (more to follow)

Depending on what bug you got, or what puzzle you made it to, you may require a new save. Sorry…

As always, if you have any issues, please report them in the discussion thread, and we can get to eradicate any bugs ;)

N.B. This patch is only for release. If you were one of or beta persons, please email amy@deceptive-games.com for a new key

Thanks

Deceptive Games. Macbook Issue:
Hi Everyone,

We have had a small number of reports stating that macbook pro users are having diffiuclty. We are currently investigating the
issue as well as others, and will get back to you with further information.

We hope to resolve this issue as soon as we possibley can.

Thanks

Deceptive Games
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